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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
Background
Development of Best Management Practices (BMP’s) to Execute a Successful Capital
Improvement Program is Goal Number 4 in Chapter 3 (Water Facilities Focus Area) of the San
Diego County Water Authority’s (Water Authority) 2015 Business Plan. This goal is to be
complete by December 2011. The Water Authority developed business and technical process
BMP’s for implementing their CIP in collaboration with its professional service contractors. In
addition, for the past several years, the Water Authority participated in the Western Water
Agencies Benchmarking Group (WWABG) and used their work products to enhance the CIP
Planning, Design, and Construction Phase BMP’s.

Definition of Best Management Practices
Best management practices are methods or techniques found to be the most effective and
practical means in achieving an objective while making the optimum use of the firm's resources
(Businessdictionary.com, 2012, para. 1).

Goal of CIP BMP
The goal of the BMP is to attain sustained, high levels of program and project success. Success
is defined as consistently meeting project schedules, budgets, and cash flow projections, while
maintaining scope and meeting stakeholder expectations. The goal is achieved by identifying
and implementing the fundamental principles and practices for a CIP Program that provide
these positive results.

Major Categories of CIP BMP
This document breaks down CIP BMP into the following six major categories.
1. Organizational Culture and Business Processes
2. Project Management/Project Controls/Budget Management
3. Contract Administration
4. Planning Phase
5. Design Phase
6. Construction Phase
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Organizational Culture and Business Processes
Organizational Culture is the culmination of the values, beliefs, experiences, and behaviors that
influence an organization’s internal environment. Business Processes are the standardized
activities that agencies use to fulfill their core mission. Organizational Culture and Business
Processes define how organizations conduct business. The BMP’s listed below foster an
Organizational Culture and Businesses Processes that provide a foundation for the success of
CIP projects.
Organizational Culture and Business Processes BMP’s
1. Ensure that the agency has a clear vision, mission, and strategic and business plan goals.
(i.e. Update and discuss frequently).
2. Select CIP projects that directly contribute to the organizational vision, mission, and
strategic and business plan goals. (i.e. Choose projects where the benefits exceed the
costs).
3. Build projects “just‐in‐time” to stabilize rates and maintain assets.
4. Promote effective, efficient, collaborative, and innovative teams (i.e. Use a flatter
organizational structure that pushes decision‐making to lower levels).
5. Balance control and innovation. (i.e. Encourage critical thinking, but emphasize the
importance of processes in helping to promote fiscal integrity and public value). Develop
and hold staff accountable (i.e. Use stretch assignments and a willingness to accept
modest levels of risk to foster an accountability ethic.
6. Foster trust and interpersonal rapport between stakeholders (i.e. Share information via
public forums, websites, newsletters, emails, and other media.).
7. Implement a managed succession planning program.
8. Encourage continuous improvement (i.e. Capture and apply lessons learned).
9. Be an employer and “owner of choice” by marketing projects and using consistent and
fair business practices. (i.e. Host construction contractor outreach workshops and apply
standardized procurement processes).
10. Provide proactive management tools and processes to facilitate early issues resolution
(i.e. Use project risk management, action plans, and issues resolution ladders).
11. Perform internal audits to ensure that critical project tasks have been appropriately
completed as prerequisite to moving onto the Planning, Design, and Construction
Phases (i.e. Establish a checks and balances process such as a “Gate Process” to facilitate
transition from one milestone and/or phase to the next).
12. Apply style standards and templates to ensure accurate, consistent and effective
communication (i.e. Develop design, project management and other key technical and
business manuals).
13. Implement cost control processes that foster fiscal responsibility (i.e. Use Earned Value
Management and schedule and cost performance indicators (SPI/CPI) to measure
project progress and ensure that the public is getting what it is paying for).
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Project Management/Project Controls/Budget Management
Introduction
“Project management is the application of knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to project
activities to meet project requirements and is accomplished through the application of project
management processes of initiating, planning, executing, monitoring” (PMI, 2004, p. 8). Project
managers are responsible for ensuring that project execution aligns with the CIP
implementation plan. They are involved in Planning, Design, and Construction Phases of the
project. Successful project management, inclusive of project controls and budget
administration, incorporates the BMP’s listed below.
Project Management /Project Controls/Budget Management BMP’s
1. Project Management Manual: Create a project management manual. The manual includes
standards and best practices related to project management, several of which are described
below.
Benefit: A project management manual is a resource and reference for project managers
implementing the CIP in a standardized manner.
2. Project Delivery Plan (PDP): Prepare PDP’s for CIP projects. At the beginning of the Design
Phase, develop a PDP to serve as a roadmap for the project. This document communicates
the project scope of work, budget, schedule, stakeholders, key issues, and overall execution
plan to the project team members and management. The PDP follows a standardized
outline that includes: Project Overview, Project Team, Project Background, Location,
Schedule, Budget, Site Security, Execution Plan, Overview, Key Issues, Coordination with
Stakeholders, Studies/Reports, and Agreements/Contracts sections.
Benefit: PDP’s align the project team in the execution of a project. They are centralized
locations for project information and tool for orienting new project team members.
3. Create a Checks and Balance Process (i.e. Gate Process): Establish a gate process that
includes gate milestones for CIP projects. Gates are internal audits required at certain
milestones in a project that allow a Project Manager to report out to management as to
what decisions have been made on projects and what has been completed. The initial gates,
developed as part of the PDP, and subsequent passages are reviewed and approved by
senior managers from all functional disciplines. The following is a list of the gates.





Gate 1 – Project Development (Project Initiation)
Gate 2 ‐ Design Initiation
Gate 3 ‐ Preliminary Design
Gate 4 ‐ Mid‐Point Design
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Gate 5 ‐ Final Design
Gate 6 ‐ Beneficial Occupancy
Gate 7 ‐ Approval by to Present Notice of Completion to Governing Authority for
Approval
Gate 8 – Project Closeout

Benefit: A gate process advances communication and buy‐in from management on the
direction of the project and the health of the budget and schedule before the project team
is ready to move past a gate.
4. Lessons Learned: Capture lessons learned from past projects so that they may be applied to
new projects. Lessons learned include technical, managerial, and process aspects of the
project. The Project Manager ensures that relevant issues, including process changes, are
documented, approved by management, and transferred to a historical database prior to
passing each gate.
Benefit: Lessons learned are shared with staff and professional service contractors to
improve future project performance and overall CIP processes.
5. Issues Resolution Process: Establish a clear process within the agency for elevating internal
issues (i.e. elevation ladder starts from project manager to senior management to
executives to General Manager Office ‐ Board policy level) throughout all phases of the
project. The project manager should update management regularly on project progress and
issue status and should establish an issues log to monitor issues until closure. The log
includes a description of the issue; history of its emergence; responsible party; pending
contract amendment and/or change orders; major project scope, budget, or schedule
changes; and target resolution date. The log is regularly reviewed and updated. When an
issue cannot be resolved at the project team or any other level, the issue is immediately
elevated to the next higher level.
Benefit: An issues resolution process establishes clear and simple elevation processes to
increase construction management team effectiveness in resolving issues and avoiding
delays (i.e. “time is money”).
6. Project Risk Management: Establish a project risk management process. The objectives of
project risk management are to maximize the probability and impact of positive events (or
opportunities), and minimize the likelihood and impact of adverse events (or threats) to the
project. To manage risks, project teams develop a risk management plan or risk register. A
project risk management process involves: identification, analysis, response, monitoring,
and management. The project team meets to brainstorm and identify potential risks and
capture them in a risk register. They analyze risks in terms of probability of occurrence and
impact if the risk comes to fruition. They then prioritize risks based probability of
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occurrence, impact, and cost. In response to the risk, the assigned risk owner works
collaboratively with the project team to develop a risk mitigation plan. They develop this
risk mitigation plan using one of the following strategies:






Avoidance ‐ Eliminate the risk or to protect the project objectives from impact by
changing scope, adding time, or adding resources.
Capture ‐ Capture cost or time savings by changing scope, schedule or resources.
Transference ‐ Transfer the financial impact of risk by contracting out some aspect of
the work to entities that are more able to take steps to reduce the risk.
Mitigation ‐ Reduce the probability or consequence of a risk event to an acceptable
threshold by taking mitigation steps that may add costs and time, but are still be
preferable to going forward with unmitigated risk.
Acceptance ‐ Accept certain risks and agree to address the risk if it occurs.

The risks, risk owner, probability of occurrence, impact, and risk mitigation plans are
included in a risk register, which is reviewed and updated at the project team meetings
throughout the Planning, Design and Construction Phases.
Benefit: A project risk management process anticipates, and addresses priority risks, and
allocates resources to ensure that the project schedule, scope, and budget are met.
7. Reporting: Report project progress. Project managers routinely provide project status. The
project manager and project controls staff assess the status at a detailed level using the
cost‐loaded schedule and the monthly task level variance and expenditure reports. The
Project Manager verifies progress with team members. Project reports present the cost and
schedule performance data and narrate the reason for deviation from the plan.
Benefit: Project managers use the detailed reports to manage projects. The higher‐level
reports keep management informed on areas of concern to facilitate decision‐making.
8. Resource Loaded Schedules: Use resource loaded schedules to monitor project progress.
Resource loaded schedules evaluate and plan the duration and sequencing of activities
needed to complete the project. The initial schedule is developed using during the Planning
Phase process and use appropriate software to handle the size and magnitude of the
projects within a CIP. This schedule is updated in more detail once it enters the CIP and
Design Phase. The schedule is cost loaded and includes key project milestones and a critical
path that meets the defined project completion date. The initial schedule is saved as a
baseline so that changes can be documented.
Benefit: Resource loaded schedules communicate to the project team, the resources and
timeline for completing their respective tasks and the project progress to management to
avoid surprises. They facilitate financial and workforce management of the CIP.
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9. Earned Value Management: Use Earned Value Management (EVM) to track performance
throughout all phases of the project. EVM measures performance objectively by comparing
the actual cost of the work (earned value) to the budgeted cost of the work (planned value)
(PMI, 2004, p. 60). EVM uses cost and schedule performance indicators (CPI/SPI) to
measure project performance as compared to the original baseline plan.
Benefit: EVM is used by staff and management to analyze CPI and SPI variances and to make
the necessary adjustments needed to achieve the plan before schedule and budget are
affected.
10. Budget and Cost Management: Establish a process for monitoring costs and managing
budget. The project manager works collaboratively with project controls and budget analyst
staff to review the project baseline in terms of budget. Once approved, the project baseline
is reflected in the budget for the CIP. The project manager and project controls use project
reports to analyze significant task level variances at completion to identify their causes and
possible mitigation measures.
Benefit: Budget and cost management avoids cost overruns.
11. Cash Flow Management: Create a process for projecting and managing cash flow. The
project manager works collaboratively with project controls and budget analyst staff to
review the project baseline in terms of timing of completion of activities. Once approved,
the project baseline is used to plan bond sales and appropriations by analyzing significant
variance from actual execution and planned appropriations.
Benefit: Cash flow management facilitates debt, and associated water rate, management.
12. Construction Cost Estimates: Prepare realistic construction cost estimates. To realize the
benefits of consistent construction cost estimating methods on all CIP projects, create a
construction cost estimating manual. The manual provides standardized processes for
construction cost estimates. This process includes updating estimates based on cost
escalation of materials and labor based on economic conditions that affect the types of
projects that are included in the agencies CIP. For example, Water Authority projects costs
are primarily affected by cost escalation associated with fuel prices, labor costs, material
costs such as steel and concrete, global economic impacts, bidding environment/
competition, and other agencies’ bid results.
Benefit: Up to date construction cost estimates establish realistic budgets, cash flows, and
bidding ranges, and facilitates debt management.
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13. Metrics: Develop metrics for all project phases (Planning/Design/Construction). Metrics
are established criteria by which to measure progress. Define and document the success
criteria by which the project will be periodically evaluated through completion by the end of
each Phase.
Benefit: Metrics communicate to staff management expectations for successful CIP projects.
Metrics measure progress, promote accountability, and facilitate continuous improvement.
14. Benchmark Planning Phase Changes to Cost and Schedule: Benchmark cost before existing
the Planning Phase. Benchmarking compares actual progress with established criteria or
metrics. Before completing the Planning Phase, benchmark the:
 Total project cost and schedule to previous budgets; and estimates of capital
construction cost developed during Project Development;
 Detailed Design Phase budget and schedule to actual costs and schedule developed
during Project Development;
 Estimates of capital construction cost to previous budgets and estimates of capital
construction cost developed during Project Development;
 Construction services budget and schedule to previous budgets and estimates of
capital construction cost developed during Project Development.
Benefit: Benchmarking compares actual with planned performance and other projects to
determine team effectiveness for project execution. It determines the required project
implementation, required process and business changes, and fosters continuous
improvement.
15. Benchmark Design Phase Changes to Cost and Schedule: Benchmark cost and schedule
before exiting the Design Phase. Benchmarking compares actual progress with established
criteria or metrics. Before completing the Design Phase, benchmark the:
 Total project cost and schedule to previous budgets and estimates of capital
construction cost developed during Planning Phase;
 Detailed Design Phase budget and schedule to actual costs and schedule developed
during Planning Phase;
 Estimates of capital construction cost to previous budgets and estimates of capital
construction cost developed from Planning Phase;
 Construction services budget and schedule to previous budgets and estimates of
capital construction cost developed during the Planning Phase.
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Benefit: Benchmarking compares actual with planned performance and other projects to
determine team effectiveness for project execution. It determines the required project
implementation, required process and business changes, and fosters continuous
improvement.
16. Benchmark Construction Phase Changes to Cost and Schedule: Benchmark cost and
schedule before exiting the Construction Phase. Benchmarking compares actual progress
with established criteria or metrics. Before completing the Construction Phase of the
project, benchmark the:
 Estimated project cost and schedule to previous budgets estimated during the
Design Phase;
 Estimated construction budget and schedule developed during the Design Phase to
actual costs and schedule;
 Actual capital construction cost to previous budgets and estimates of capital
construction cost developed during the Design Phase;
 Lowest apparent bid to final capital construction cost.
 Actual soft costs versus total project costs; and
 Actual hard capital construction costs versus actual total project costs.
Benefit: Benchmarking compares actual with planned performance and other projects to
determine team effectiveness for project execution. It determines the required project
implementation, required process and business changes, and fosters continuous
improvement.
17. Exception Management: Define and implement criteria for identifying and managing
exceptions in scope, schedule, quality, and cost performance. “Exceptions” are projects
that substantially deviate from the planned execution.
Benefit: Exception management informs management when a project requires additional
attention to monitor, control, and mitigate potential negative issues. Exception
Management promotes development of action plans to correct issues.
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Contract Administration
Introduction
Contracts Administration ensures that service providers perform in accordance with the
contractual commitments and those obligations to the purchaser are fulfilled. Contract
administration responsibilities include preparing procurement documents for professional
services, construction, and products in a standardized manner and in accordance with
government codes. Other responsibilities include processing invoices, contract amendments,
and construction change orders. Contracts administration is required for the Planning, Design,
and Construction Phases.
Contract Administration BMP’s
1. Contract Administration Group: Establish a contract administration group who coordinates
with Project Managers, Construction Administrators, and other functional CIP groups to
analyze, review, and revise Scopes of Work for completeness, clearness, and consistency
within contract documents, the project and standard documents, and government codes.
This group leads the public works bidding process and reviews professional service and
construction contractor invoices against contract terms to ensure compliance and certify
payment. It also is the lead for responding to Publics Records Requests, prequalifying
construction contractors, and evaluating bid to ensure that they are “responsive” and
”responsible.”
Benefit: A contract administration group is a clearinghouse that provides checks and
balances to promote a fair and consistent contracting process and public value. Ensures
timely payments to professional service and construction contractors, which is particularly
important for the sustainability of small contractors.
2. CIP Procurement Procedures: Develop consistent CIP procurement procedures. Ensure that
policies and procedures are in place and are consistently being used across the CIP. These
include signature and approval policies, services and professional service procurement
procedures, public works procurement procedures, and other procurement procedures that
facilitate implementation of the CIP.
Benefit: CIP procurement procedures teach professional service and construction
contractors how to do business with the agency to promote an equal playing field and
enhanced competition.
3. Procurement Procedures Training: Develop a procurement procedures training program for
staff working on CIP projects. Provide training to all staff responsible for planning, design,
and construction of CIP projects.
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Benefit: Procurement procedures training promotes agency’s reputation as an owner of
choice by ensuring consistency and fairness in dealing with all contractors, vendors, and
suppliers.
4. Specifications Style Manual: Create a specifications style manual that outlines the standard
format and style for preparing specifications. The guide includes provisions for language to
use in directing construction contractors, standard documents that must be completed by
construction contractors bidding the project, use of abbreviations, and other guidelines that
clarify contract requirements.
Benefit: A specifications style manual promotes clear, concise, complete, and consistent
contract specifications.
5. Utilize Electronic Communication to Potential Bidders and Existing Professional service and
construction contractors: Use world‐ wide‐web electronic sites and internal websites in
addition to traditional advertisements such as newspapers, and other media to
communicate upcoming procurement activities such as Request for Proposals and Public
Works Bids.
Benefit: Electronic communication provides efficient and timely notification to professional
service and construction contractors and increased competition.
6. Timely Professional Service and Construction Contractor Payment: Provide timely payment
to contractors (no more than 30 days).
Benefit: Timely professional service and construction contractor payments alleviate financial
burden to contractors, which is particularly important to small contractors that rely on
positive cash flow to sustain their business operations. Timely payments also facilitate
accurate cash flow project and debt management.
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Planning Phase
Introduction
The Planning Phase of a project develops the need for a project and creates the project scope,
schedule, and budget. Once the project is justified in terms of fulfilling the agency’s vision,
mission, strategic and business plan goals, more detailed engineering and environmental
studies and preliminary design are completed to prepare final project scope, schedule, and
budget. This information is then used to help the governing authority consider inclusion of the
project into the CIP.
Planning Phase BMP’s
1. Two‐Step Planning Process: Step one of the planning process develops conceptual projects,
scopes of work, budgets, and schedules through master planning efforts (i.e. Project
Development). Step two of the planning process develops detailed studies, project scopes,
budgets, and schedules, and clearly defines the project details, environmental compliance
issues, and associated risks. Once the second part of the planning process is complete, the
project is incorporated into the CIP.
Benefit: A two‐step planning process facilitates management’s and the governing
authority’s review of the need, schedule, and total cost for the project before the project
moves into the Design Phase and resources are allocated for detailed design and
construction.
2. Project Experience: Use past projects to develop initial budgets and schedule for CIP
authorization. Compare project to previous projects and other agency projects to
understand total project costs. Modify based upon unique project attributes and market
conditions.
Benefit: Without defined project scope, project experience will give an agency a cursory
indication of what it will take to build a specific project.
3. Planning Phase Budget and Schedule: Prepare Planning Phase budget and schedules. At the
beginning of Planning Phase, establish baseline scope, schedule, and budget (including
contingency) for the entire Planning Phase effort based on previous projects, other agency
projects, and unique project attributes.
Benefit: Planning Phase budgets and schedules provide needed staffing and resources for
the Planning Phase and holds Planning Phase staff accountable to a target so planning does
not extend too long. They are financial management tools that demonstrate resource needs
and timing to facilitate identification of funding sources and any rate impacts.
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4. Design Phase Budget and Schedule: Prepare Design Phase budget and schedules. By the end
of Planning Phase, define and document a budget and Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) for
activity management during the detailed Design Phase.
Benefit: Design Phase budgets and schedules provide a general plan for staffing and
resources for the Design Phase and hold Design Phase staff accountable for meeting
schedule and budget.
5. Construction Phase Draft Budget and Schedule: Prepare Construction Phase draft budget
and schedules. By the end of Planning Phase, define and document a draft Work Breakdown
Structure (WBS) for activity management during the Construction Phase.
Benefit: Construction Phase budgets and schedules provide a general plan for staffing needs
and resources for the Construction Phase. They are financial management tools that
demonstrate resource needs and timing to facilitate identification of funding sources and
any rate impacts.
6. Project Delivery Method: Select appropriate project delivery method (e.g., design‐bid‐build,
design‐build, or Construction Management‐at‐Risk) for project by the end of the Planning
and Conceptual Design Phase.
Benefit: Selection of a project delivery method determines the project schedule and draft
budgetary needs and construction contractor pool.
7. Permit Requirements: Identify required permits, required information for permits, and
responsible parties for obtaining permits by the end of Planning Phase.
Benefit: Identifying permit requirements early determines if there are any project show
stoppers and also helps staff determine realistic budget and schedule needs.
8. Right‐of‐Way: Identify land needs, current owners, and responsible parties for procuring
right‐of‐way by the end of the Planning Phase.
Benefit: Identifying right‐of‐way needs early determines if there are any project show
stoppers and establishes budget and schedule needs.
9. Environmental Requirements: Outline environmental requirements. To meet environmental
requirement, identify documents to prepare, key information to collect, decisions to be
made, stakeholders to involve, and parties responsible for preparation at the beginning of
the Planning Phase.
Benefit: Identifying environmental requirements early determines if there are any project
show stoppers and establishes budget and schedule needs.
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10. Initial Risk Register: Prepare an initial risk register (identifying project risks and potential
costs) as part of step two of the planning process and by the end of the Planning Phase.
This plan will be based upon information and assumptions available at the time and
updated routinely through project completion.
Benefit: Initial risk registers are tools used to develop project budget contingencies based
on potential unknown issues that could arise as the project moves along through the
phases.
11. Lessons Learned: Review lessons learned from previous projects to determine which ones
are appropriate to be reviewed further by Design Phase staff for the project as part of step
two of the planning process and by the end of Planning Design Phase.
Benefit: Lesson learned helps Design Phase staff understand the project scope and potential
issues before they develop scopes of work for design contractors.
12. Alternatives Analysis: Define project alternatives and complete alternatives analysis as part
of step two of the planning process and by the end of Planning Phase.
Benefit: Alternative analyses facilitate initiation of environmental work begin before the
Design Phase, shortening the project schedule. It also develops total project budget and
schedule before the Design Phase.
13. Progress Checks: Use progress checks to define, document, and implement progress checks
at key milestones during Planning Phase with management and appropriate stakeholders.
Benefit: Progress checks ensure effective communication so that management is aware of
how a project is being executed and all project deliverables are met.
14. Preliminary Value Engineering: Once a preferred project alternative is selected, conduct a
preliminary Value Engineering (VE) exercise to obtain expert input as part of step two of the
planning process and by the end of the Planning Phase. The level of effort is scaled based on
fit‐for‐purpose. Perform a more detailed VE during the Design Phase.
Benefit: Preliminary VE exercises determine more efficient ways to build a large project and
establishes budget and schedule for the project.
15. Life Cycle Cost Benefit Analysis: Perform a life cycle cost benefit analysis on the planning
study’s scope or work to determine initial capital cost versus operation and maintenance
cost. Include items such as alternative equipment costs, and manpower and resources
needed to operate and maintain the completed facility. Update this analysis during the
Design Phase to include changes in scope.
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Benefit: Life cycle cost benefit analyses compares initial investment versus long term
benefits of a project to determine the true cost of a project and facilitate decision‐making in
terms of whether the project is a viable addition to the CIP. These analyses develop the
business case for the project to inform management of the estimated operations and
maintenance costs associated with this project.
16. Third Party Reviews: Convene an expert review panel to provide support, advocacy,
guidance, and review for high‐risk projects.
Benefit: Third party reviews mitigate risk to the Agency.
17. Project Manager Appointment: Appoint a project manager for the Design Phase while
project is still in the Planning Phase and include them in the Planning Phase team.
Benefit: Appointing a project manager early facilitates effective knowledge transfer.
18. Public Outreach Plan: Conduct stakeholder analysis to identify those interested in and
impacted by the project. Prepare a public outreach plan, that addresses stakeholder needs
and begin public outreach during the Planning Phase
Benefit: Public outreach plans foster a positive relationship with stakeholders and Identify
stakeholders, stakeholder needs, and how they will be incorporated into the project scope,
schedule, and budget.
19. Business Case (Justification) for Project: At the end of Planning Phase, prepare a business
case for the project or justification as to why the project is ready to proceed into the Design
Phase. Elements may include alignment with organizational vision and mission, support of
strategic and business plan goals, system operational needs, funding availability, service‐
level commitments, stakeholder support, and cost‐effectiveness.
Benefit: Business cases determine if the project is feasible before resources are expended.
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Design Phase
Introduction
The Design Phase begins when the Planning Phase has completed scope, schedule, and budget
definition and the project has been adopted and approved by the governing authority to be
funded and included in the CIP. Environmental and right‐of‐way requirements for the project
will have been defined. The goal is to complete environmental documents, land acquisition,
permits, and other project approvals before completing final design so that the project can be
bid for construction on schedule.
Design Phase BMP’s
1. Design Manual: Create a design manual to provide general administrative and technical
guidelines to be followed by staff and design contractors selected to prepare
engineering reports, construction drawings, and specifications for the facilities
necessary to implement the CIP and/or to provide services during other project phases.
The design manual is a living document that must be updated regularly to address
lessons learned and the refinement of processes and procedures.
Benefit: A design manual provides a consistent method that is aligned with agency CIP
standards on how to do business and design CIP projects for an agency and serves as a
resource to Project Managers in the preparation of in‐house designs.
2. Drafting Manual: Create a drafting manual to ensure that design contractors and staff
prepare contract drawings in a consistent and standard manner.
Benefit: A drafting manual is a resource for drafters and design contractors who prepare
and check contract drawings. The manual ensures that contract drawings are consistent
and adhere to industry standards.
3. General Conditions and Standardized Specifications: Use standardized specifications to
develop contract documents.
Benefit: Standardized specifications provide consistent standards for execution of CIP
projects and address the owner/operator’s expectations for materials and equipment,
as well as warehousing spare parts/equipment in regard to selection of type and
quantity. They familiarize construction contractors and construction management staff
and consultants with agency standards and expectations.
4. Planning Phase Deliverables: Complete steps one and two of the planning process and
Planning Phase deliverables before beginning the detailed Design Phase. Do not accept
the project into the Design Phase until stipulated deliverables have been produced at an
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acceptable level (conceptual design, scope of work, resource loaded schedule, project
budget, and project delivery method).
Benefit: Completing Planning Phase deliverables before moving onto the Design Phase
minimize changes to approved, scope, budget, and schedule.
5. Maintain Project Team: As the project moves from the Planning to the Design Phase,
maintain continuity of the project team that was involved in the Planning Phase.
Benefit: Maintaining project teams from the Planning Phase to the Design Phases
facilitates efficient knowledge transfer and resource management, and maintains design
and operational intent.
6. Design Contractor Selection: If using an outside design contractor, use the Request for
Proposal process and employ a qualifications‐based selection process in selecting a
design contractor.
Benefit: Using a qualifications‐based design contractor selection process produces
competition, quality designs, and provides fairness to contracting/consulting
community.
7. Constructability Reviews: Appoint construction staff and hire construction manager
before beginning mid‐point of design to provide constructability reviews and become
familiar with the contract they must enforce. When selecting a construction manager,
use a qualifications‐based selection process.
Benefit: Selecting the construction manager and appointing construction staff by mid‐
point design facilitates constructability reviews before the final design is complete,
ensuring the project is buildable and mitigating potential construction change orders in
the Construction Phase.
8. Construction Cost Estimate: During the Design Phase, prepare a construction cost
estimate. Construction cost estimates are bottoms‐up construction contractor‐type
estimates, include current market and economic conditions, and are verified by a
second independent party (may need third independent estimate for highly complex
projects) estimate (to be completed by CM and/or internal staff cost estimator).
Research significant variances to understand and resolve them.
Benefit: Construction cost estimates provide an accurate prediction of construction
costs to create a realistic CIP project budget and funding/financial management
requirements.
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9. Weekly Progress Meetings: Employ weekly The Design Phase team meetings to ensure
that the design is progressing and issues are identified and resolved in an expeditious
manner.
Benefit: Weekly progress meetings promote effective communication to maintain scope,
schedule, and budget.
10. Update Risk Register: Update the initial risk register that was developed during the
Planning Phase.
Benefit: Updating the initial risk register identifies new risks as the project scope is
refined. The risks then can be addressed as part of the project design to leverage
opportunities and avoid negative impacts to scope, schedule, and budget.
11. Public Outreach Plan: Implement the public outreach plan that was prepared during the
Planning Phase. Identify any additional stakeholders and respective issues. Update and
continue implementing the public outreach plan.
Benefit: Developing public outreach plans and engaging in public outreach early creates
a foundation for a positive, inclusive relationship with stakeholders and determines
stakeholder issues that can be incorporated into design.
12. Establish Construction Phase Budget and Schedule: Before completing the detailed
Design Phase, establish a baseline budget and schedule for the Construction Phase.
Construction Phase budgets and schedules plan the resources and time needed to
complete Construction Phase activities.
13. Benefit: Construction Phase budgets and schedules provide a realistic plan for the
execution of the Construction Phase and funding/financial management requirements.
14. Lessons Learned: Review lessons learned from previous projects to determine which
ones are appropriate to be reviewed further by staff in the Design and Construction
Phases of the project.
Benefit: Lessons learned help design and construction staff to understand scope of
project and possible issues before they develop scopes of work for design contractors.
15. Independent Reviews: Provide independent third‐party quality assurance plan and
specification reviews for complicated projects as well as those that staff might not have
significant expertise on such as a large, complex pump station or dam to minimize risk to
agency.
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Benefit: Independent reviews ensure that construction contract documents are clear,
complete, biddable, and constructible. They minimize construction change orders during
the Construction Phase and provide the intended deliverables.
16. Right‐of‐Way: Obtain all land acquisition, rights‐of‐entry, and permanent/temporary
easements needed before final design is complete.
Benefit: Addressing right‐of‐way issues during the Design Phase minimizes risk of delay
to start of construction due to potential land issues.
17. Environmental Compliance and Permits: Complete all environmental documents and
obtain all major permits before completing final design.
Benefit: Completing all environmental documents and permits during the Design Phase
ensures that the necessary environmental compliance and permit requirements are
incorporated in the contract documents and minimizes risk of delay to start of
construction due to potential environmental and permit issues
18. Construction Contractor Outreach Workshops: Conduct construction contractor
outreach workshops during design and hold at the project site.
Benefit: Construction contractor outreach workshops market CIP projects to
construction prime contractors, subcontractors, vendors, and suppliers, and familiarize
them with the project and provide a networking opportunity. The workshops promote a
competitive bidding environment and the agency’s reputation as owner of choice.
19. Owner/Operator Representative: Engage the owner/operator representative in a
detailed review of the project design to ensure that the project meets the intended
operational purpose
Benefit: Engaging the owner/operator representative in the Design Phase ensures that
owner/operator requirements are addressed in the project design.
20. Design Comments Tracking: Use a spreadsheet to compile design comments and
resolution of comments. Distribute to the project team for team members to type their
comments directly into the spreadsheet with reference to specification and plan sheets.
Benefit: Tracking design comments, ensures that all comments are addressed to the
reviewers’ satisfaction.
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Construction Phase
Introduction
The Construction Phase begins when the design plans and specifications or contract
documents, are competitively bid and awarded to the lowest responsive, responsible bidder.
The construction contract documents define the project scope and quality standards for quality
and the timeliness of construction. A critical factor for a successful construction project is clear
contract documents that represent the requirements and expectations of all stakeholders. The
Construction Phase ends when final payment is issued to the construction contractor after
verifying the work performed is in compliance with the contract documents, and the
constructed facility is capitalized and turned over to the owner/operator.
Construction Phase BMP’s
1. Construction Management Manual: Create a construction management manual that
documents the practices, procedures, and standards for construction management,
covering administration and quality assurance activities, from pre‐construction through
construction, and post construction. A construction management manual is a living
document that must be updated regularly to address lessons learned and the
refinement of processes and procedures.
Benefit: A construction management manual is a reference and guide for staff and
construction management teams, and ensures construction projects are administered
consistently to meet or exceed industry quality assurance standards.
2. Field Inspection Manual: Create a field inspection manual that establishes inspection
processes and procedures based on industry standard inspection principles and
practices. Inspection staff determines the amount, quality, and acceptability of the
work and the fitness of all labor, materials, or equipment relative to contract document
requirements. A field inspection manual is a living document that must be updated
regularly to address lessons learned the refinement of processes and procedures, and
technological advances.
Benefit: A field inspection manual ensures inspection is performed consistently to
standards and that the final product is equivalent across all CIP projects.
3. Experienced Construction Management Team: Establish a construction management
team with experience tailored to the construction project scope. Include agency
personnel on the team who can ensure the contract construction management staff
administers CIP construction to the agency’s established standards.
Benefit: Establishing an experienced construction management team offers lessons
learned from past similar projects that can be applied to current project.
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4. Owner/Operator Representative: Ensure an owner/operator representative or a
representative of the owner agency is included on the construction management team.
Involve this representative early in start‐up and testing the facility so they become
familiar with the facility they will be taking over.
Benefit: Engaging the owner/operator representative during construction establishes
lines of communication and interdepartmental/interagency issues elevation procedures
well before taking on the challenges of start‐up testing and bringing a facility on‐line.
5. Document and Standardized File System: Establish a standard file system for
construction documentation to serve as a detailed record for the project. Require that
the construction team documents and includes in the file system items such as
correspondence, meeting minutes, submittals, requests for information, change orders,
inspection reports and photos, claims documentation, and a chronology of issues from
development through resolution.
Benefit: A document and standardized file system ensures consistent documentation
procedures are being followed, improves construction management team
responsiveness, ensures project records are developed to agency standards, and assists
in resolving project disputes and defending improper claims.
6. Pre‐construction Documentation: Document the pre‐construction site conditions,
including surrounding roadways, adjacent private property fences and driveways to
verify that surrounding properties and topography are returned to preconstruction
conditions.
Benefit: Pre‐construction documentation ensures that property is returned to existing
conditions and assists in settling damage claims and lawsuits.
7. Project Partnering: Use project partnering at the beginning of large CIP construction
projects. Use an independent third party facilitator for partnering on large projects and
meet at least quarterly with contractor’s project management, sponsor level, and
executive level teams. Encourage significant stakeholders such as regulatory and/or
member agencies to attend these partnering meetings as appropriate.
Benefit: Project partnering creates a work environment and construction
contractor/owner relationship that fosters honest communication, trust, alignment with
project goals, and mutually agreed dispute elevation procedures.
8. Baseline Schedule: Ensure the construction contractor develops an accurate and logical
baseline schedule that demonstrates the construction of the project in accordance with
contract requirements. Document the construction management team’s review of the
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baseline schedule that address items such as feasibility, activity sequencing, duration,
and logic, productivity, and means and methods assumptions.
Benefit: A baseline schedule establishes a documented record of project progress, and
minimizes disputes regarding causes for delays.
9. Three‐Week Look‐Ahead Schedule: Require that the construction contractor provide a
three‐week look‐ahead schedule after the baseline schedule is accepted by the
construction management team. Discuss progress using the construction contractor’s
three‐week look‐ahead schedule at the weekly construction progress meetings. Require
monthly schedule updates and review meetings.
Benefit: The three‐week look‐ahead schedule verifies progress payments requests;
promotes accurate, up‐to‐date record drawings of asbuilt conditions; and ensures that
construction delays are documented and contractor recovery plans are in place.
10. Schedule of Values: Require a detailed schedule of values to establish measurable fair
value of the work performed relative to the construction contractor’s bid. Ensure the
schedule of values is based on activities in the Critical Path Method baseline schedule
and that the values assigned to work activities are balanced and fair assessments and
that payments are timely. Use this tool to verify monthly progress payments.
Benefit: A detailed schedule of values increases the efficiency of the payment process by
minimizing disputes over payment values and ensures that the construction contractor
is fairly paid as they complete the required work.
11. Change Order and Dispute Resolution Process: Review contract change order and
contract dispute resolution process with the construction contractor early in the project
and emphasize that written change orders are required to change the contract and
authorize and pay for work. Establish a change order approval process that ensures
prompt processing and execution of project change orders.
Benefit: Reviewing the change order and dispute resolution process with the
construction contractor minimizes disputes over extra work, and ensures each party
understands the contract procedures requirements to protect their rights.
12. Contract Record Drawings: Maintain a redline set of record drawings and specifications
during construction of the project that serves as the basis for the electronic contract
record drawings. Update the redline drawings on a monthly basis as part of the monthly
progress payment review process.
Benefit: Contract record drawings are the as‐built record for the constructed work that
is used in operations and maintenance of the facility and an accurate reference for the
design of future improvements.
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13. Weekly Progress Meetings: Convene weekly, on‐site, progress meetings with the
construction management team and the construction contractor. The agenda includes
items such as safety, public affairs, environmental concerns, and construction concerns,
inspection issues, and progress on submittal, requests for information review, change
orders, and non‐compliance reports.
Benefit: Weekly progress meetings document progress and discussions and facilitate
coordination between the construction manager and construction contractor on
construction‐related issues.
14. Start‐up, Testing, and Commissioning Coordination: Begin start‐up, testing and
commissioning coordination with the owner/operator early in construction. Ensure that
the construction manager holds the construction contractor accountable for
contractually required operations and maintenance training.
Benefit: Start‐up, testing and commissioning coordination ensures that the
owner/operator participates, becomes familiar with the operation and maintenance
requirements of the facility, and confirms future resource needs.
15. Contract Closeout: Establish a construction contract closeout plan that addresses
substantial completion and beneficial occupancy, the development of a punchlist, an
internal process to facilitate stakeholder department review and acceptance of the
facility, and procedures for project acceptance and Notice of Completion including
documented resolution of commitments and agreements.
Benefit: Contract closeout ensures that the construction contractor punchlist items and
other project commitments are completed in a timely manner and in accordance with
contract requirements and stakeholder expectations.
16. Warranty Management Plan: Develop a warranty management plan for inspection of
the facility and equipment prior to expiration of contract warranties. Coordinate the
development of a warranty management plan with the owner/operator, early in
construction, to plan for any shutdown requirements. Warranty issues include
revegetation and site restoration requirements, member agency agreement terms, and
stakeholder obligations.
Benefit: A warranty management plan ensures timely completion of warranty items, in
accordance with construction contract, permit requirements, and stakeholder
expectations, and in a manner to put the project into operations as soon as possible.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, and as discussed above, this document presented the Organizational Culture and
Business Processes, Project Management, Contract Administration, Planning Phase, Design
Phase, and Construction Phase BMP’s. These BMP’s were developed by the Water Authority
and further enhanced using the work product created by WWAGB. They are currently in use by
the Water Authority and assist the agency in fulfilling its mission to provide a safe and reliable
water supply to San Diego County in a fiscally responsible manner. This BMP document fulfilled
Development of BMP’s to Execute a Successful CIP is Goal Number 4 in Chapter 3 (Water
Facilities Focus Area) of the Water Authority’s 2015 Business Plan. These BMP’s will continue to
be used and updated to continue to attain sustained, high levels of program and project
success.
Appendices A through J contain some of the Water Authority’s BMP’s, including tables of
contents for the project management manual, design manual, construction cost estimating
guidelines, drafting manual, general conditions and standard specifications, specification style
guide, field inspection manual, construction management manual, and PDP, and the project risk
management process.
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